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Let f(z) be a transcendental entire function and n 2 3 a prime number. Then 
(f(w)-aw)oz” and ((w-a) f(w))oz” are uniquely factorizable (UF) for each 
complex number a, except for a countable set. Furthermore, if f(z) is prime and 
f(z) has infinitely many zeros such that almost all zeros are in largz-XI CO 
(0 CO < $r), then f” is UF. 6 1990 Academrc PKSS. 1nc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let F(z) be a meromorphic function. If F(z) is representable as 
fl~fi~ ... ofn(z) and g,og,o ... 0 g,(z) and with suitable linear transfor- 
mation uj, j= 1, . . . . n - 1 
fi = g,(u,), f2= u?(g2(u2h ...> fn=~;xh) 
hold, then two factorizations are called equivalent. If F(z) is a unique 
factorization into two prime factors up to equivalence, then we call that 
F(z) UF. 
Generally, unique factorizability into prime factors does not hold. For 
example, exp(z”) = e, 0 z” = w2 0 exp(izz”). In this note, we prove the 
following results. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be a transcendental entire function, n 2 3 be a 
prime number. Then E = {a: (f(w) - aw)azn or ((w-a) f(w))oz” is not 
UF> is at most a countable set. 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be a prime transcendental entire function, which 
has infinitely many zeros. Assume that almost all zeros of f are in 
D: larg z - x( < o (0 < w < $7~). If n 2 3 is a prime number, then f(z)” is UF. 
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Remark. Ozawa [7] proved this result under the additional condition 
“f is of finite order and n = 2.” 
We do not state any basic notations (see [2, 31). 
II. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1 [6]. Let F(z) be a transcendental entire function which 
satisfies N(r, l/F’) > kT(r, F’) (n-e.), w h ere k is a positive constant and n.e. 
is the abbreviation of “nearly everywhere.” Zf the simultaneous equation 
F(z) = c 
F’(z) = 0 
has only finitely many common roots for any constant c E @, then F is left 
prime in the entire sense. 
LEMMA 2 [a]. Zf p(z) is a polynomial of degree greater than 2 and f is 
a transcendental entire function, then f(p) is not periodic. 
LEMMA 3 [3]. Suppose that f is an entire function of order less than $ 
and g is entire. Then f(g) is periodic tf and only if g is periodic. 
LEMMA 4 [S]. Let f(z) be a transcendental entire function. Then there 
exists a countable set E, such that 
(i) for any CEC-E~, 
f(z) - az = c (z-a) f(z)=c 
f’(z) = 0 
and 
(z-a)f(z)+f’(z)=O 
have at most one solution, respectively. 
(ii) For any c E @ -E,, f(z) - az and (z-a) f(z) are both prime. 
(iii) For any agC-E,,, 
N(r, l/(f’-a)) > kT(r, f’)(n.e.). (1) 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are Noda’s results (see [ 51). We thus need 
only prove (iii). 
Suppose that there exists a, E @ - E, such that 
Nr, l/(f’ - a,)) < kT(r, f ‘). 
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By the second fundamental theorem and noting that f is entire, we have, 
for any aEC--E,u {uO} 
T(r, f’) < Nr, Mf - a)) + Nr, l/(f’ - a,)) + Nr, f’) + S(r, S’) 
d Nr, l/(f’ -a)) + km, f’) + S(r, .f’). 
Thus 
N(r, l/(f’-a))>(l-k) T(r,f’)+S(r,f’). 
Part (iii) follows by substituting E0 for E, - { uO}. 
LEMMA 5 [S]. Let fO and g, be nonlinear prime entire functions, and fO 
and F= fO ( g,) both nonperiodic. Then F is UF if and only if F is UF in the 
entire sense. 
LEMMA 6. Let f(z) be a transcendental entire function, and let 
g(z)=a,,z”+ ... +a,z+a, (a, z 0). 
Assume that m > 3 is a prime number and m divides n. If v is a m th root of 
unity such that f( g(z)) = f(g(vz)). Then g(z) = g(vz). 
ProojY Due to [ 11, there are only the two following cases: 
(i) there are a root of unity A and a constant p such that 
g(uz) = &T(z) + B 
or 
(ii) there are a polynomial p(z) and constants c and k such that 
g(z) = P(Z)’ + k g(uz) = (p(z) + c)” + k. 
We discuss them respectively. 
In case (i) we have 
a,(l-vv”)z”+ .‘. +a,(A-u)z+a,(1.-l)+j=O. 
Hence 
A= vn and a,(i-l)+@=O. 
Therefore 2 = 1 and j? = 0 result in g(z) = g(uz), as asserted. 
In case (ii) we obtain 
(g(vz) - g(z) - c2)2 = 4c2( g(z) - k); 
409,153/l-2 
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that is, 
(a,( 1 - u”)Zn + . + a, (1 - u)z + c2)2 = 4Cz(u,Zn + ‘. . + a, - k). 
Comparing with the coefficients of the above equality, we have 
a,(l-u’)=O, j= [$I] + 1, . ..) n 
and 
(1) c=O for odd n or 
(2) 4c2u, = uT,,,( 1 - u’/*~)* for even n. 
In case (1) we have g(z) = g(uz). In case (2) we let n = mq. Since n is even 
and m is a prime number, we deduce that q is even. Thus 
4&Z, = &,,( 1 - urn i’zy)* = 0. 
Therefore c = 0 results in g(z) = g(uz), as asserted. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first say that f(w)-uw is nonperiodic for any complex number a 
(at most an exceptional value a*, say). In fact, if there exists a, b E @ 
(a # b) such that f(z) - uz and f(z) - bz have period x and y, respectively, 
then x and y are periods of f’. Hence x/y is a real number. It follows 
that j(z)-uz and f(z)- bz are bounded on the straight line 
L = (tx: t E ( - co, co)), which gives that (b - u)z is bounded on L. This is 
impossible. 
By Lemma 2, for any a E @ (a # a*), (f(w) - uw) o zn is also nonperiodic. 
Due to Lemma 5, we only need to prove that F(z) = (f(w) - uw) 0 zn is UF 
in the entire sense for any a E C -E, - {a*}, where E, is the same as in 
Lemma 4. 
It is easy to see from Lemmas 1 and 4 that F(z) is left prime in the entire 
sense. We thus need only consider factorization F = f0 ( go) for transcenden- 
tal entire function f0 and polynomial g,. Let 
go=u,z”+ ... +a,, u,#O. 
From symmetry it follows that m = nq for some natural number q, since 
F(uz) = F(z), where ucC and un= 1 and u# 1. 
Thus 
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It follows from Lemma 6 that 
Hence 
Therefore 
(f(w) -awl ~Zn=(fo($o~njWJ))~Zn 
results in 
f(w)-aw=fb( i anjwJ). 
j=O 
Since Lemma 4 gives that f(w) - aw is prime for a E C - E, - {a*}, it 
follows from the above that q = 1, which yields 
go(z)=anzn+aO. 
Thus, fo( go) is equivalent to (f(w) - aw) 0 zn. That is, (f(w) - aw) 0 z” is 
UF for ae@--Eo- {a*}. 
Similarly, we can consider ((w - a) f( w )) 0 zn. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
At first, we say that f is nonperiodic. In fact, if f is periodic with u # 0, 
then we have for any zero z. off, which is in the sector D, 
Thus, there are infinitely many zeros of S which are not in D; this 
contradicts the hypothesis. From Lemma 3 we know that f” is also 
nonperiodic. According to Lemma 5, we only need to prove that f” is UF 
in the entire sense. 
Let f” = g(h(z)), where g and h are entire. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Let h be transcendental. If g(w) has at least two zeros wi 
(i= 1,2) of order ki such that (n, ki) = 1 (i= 1,2), then the order of any 
zero of h(z) - wi is a multiple of n. Therefore 
V(Wi) 2 n 2 3 (i = 1,2), 
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where v(a) indicates the least order of almost all a-points of h(z). Thus 
= (l-+ (1230 
This is impossible (cf. [7]). Hence two cases may occur: 
(i) g(w)=(w-w,)kg*(w)n, l=k<n, or 
(ii) g(w) = g*(w)“, 
where g* is entire. In case (i), we have h(z) = wi + h*(z)” which follows 
Thus 
f” = h*nk g*(w, + h*“)“. 
f= u(w”g*(w, + w”)oh*(z)), tY= 1. 
It follows from the primeness of f that k = 1 and g* is a constant. Thus 
g(z) is linear. This is a trivial factorization. 
In case (ii) we obtain 
f” = g*(h)“, 
which results in 
f=%*(h) for some un = 1. 
It follows from the primeness of f that g* is linear, and this is an 
equivalent case. 
Case 2. Let h be a polynomial. Then g(w) has infinitely many zeros. If 
the degree of h is larger than 1, then g(h) has infinitely many zeros which 
are not in the sector D. This is a contradiction. Thus h is linear. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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